I n the first volume of the M<3canique Celeste, L aplace has given expressions for the variations of the elliptic constants, which are true when the square and higher powers of the disturbing force are neglected ; and he has proved, upon the supposition that the planets move in the same direction, in orbits nearly circular and little inclined one to another, that the eccentricities and inclina tions vary within small limits, thereby demonstrating within these conditions the stability of the planetary system. But these conditions are npt necessary to the stability of a system of bodies, subject to the law of attraction, which obtains in our system. I have given in the following investigation the expres sions for the variations of the elliptic constants, which are rigorously true whatever power of the disturbing force be retained; and it is easy to con clude from the form of their expressions, that however far the approximation be carried, the eccentricity, the major axis, and the tangent of the inclination of the orbit to a fixed plane, contain no term which varies with the tim e; their variations are all periodic, and they oscillate therefore within certain limits. This theorem is no longer true if the planet moves in a resisting * medium.
I have also given some equations which obtain when an angle is taken for the independent variable, which in the elliptic movement is the eccentric anomaly, which are of remarkable simplicity, and which, as far as I know, have never been noticed, and the development of the disturbing function R to the quantities involving the squares and products of the eccentricities inclusive. Let P be the place of the planet m, S the place of the sun, S N tion of the orbits of m and mp S L the line from which longitudes are reckoned, Py J the projection of Py upon the plane of the orbit of P ; then if the plane coincide with the orbit of m ,S P = r,P S L = = p ; s l = X,\ SP,' = r,\ S P , = r, = r ; (1 + * * )+ { S P 2 -2 S P X S P^c o s P S P . + S P 2} * } D ____f S P x S P ,co sP S P , / dR\___ ( S P x S Py cos P S P, , S F -S P x S P,cos P S P , (d R\ _ f S P x S P / s i n P S P ; 
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Ad/2 Ad*3 If all the constants in the elliptic integrals are supposed to vary, subject to the condition that they still satisfy these differential equations, and that the
Whence by elimination,
Of which equations the integrals are
If d t -y / -rd v,and v be taken for the independent variable r = a {1 -d cos (y -a)} in the elliptic motion. d is accented for the present in order to distinguish it from e.
If the constants in the elliptic integrals are supposed to vary, subject to the condition that they still satisfy these differential equations, and that the form
The equation of condition which obtains between the constants a, e, w, v, and ^ may be found from the equation All the equations which have hitherto been proved are rigorously true, whatever powers of the disturbing function be retained. They are susceptible of simplification when the square and higher powers of the disturbing function are neglected: in this case, if the orbit be supposed to coincide with the plane x y , tan / = 0, and if the longitude be reckoned from the perihelion of the planet P, 
or, in other words, the resulting values of and S a in the equations given above must be multiplied by 2 x 3.14159, and di vided by 360° expressed in the same unit as i A v. ni s equal to the angular circumference divided by the periodic time ex pressed in the same unit as t; so that if a degree be taken as the un angular circumference, n = 360° divided by the periodic time expressed in the same unit as t.
In the elliptic movement or first approximation \ z= n t s + a series of sines of arcs multiples of &c. = n, t + g< + a series of sines of arcs multiples of nt t &c.
= constant + a series of cosines. s = a series of sines. st = a series of sines.
These values being substituted in the equations of p. 334 give ^ and (jCL-, + v -(rOJ each equal to a series of sines without any constant quantity, and yã nd each equal to a series of cosines + a constant quantity.
In the second approximation the values of X, r and s retain the same form ;
(1 ^ d h and it is easy to see from the form of the expressions for &c. p. 334, that the form of the values of these quantities is not altered however far the approximation be carried.
If the sun or primary be a spheroid, u the angle which the plane of the sun's equator makes with the plane of the orbit of the p la n e t; and if the longitude be reckoned from the line of intersection of the sun's equator with the orbit of the p lan e t; R is increased by the quantity c S1P' "^1 1 , c being a constant dependent upon the figure of the s u n ; but the partial differential co efficients of this quantity, which are introduced into the values of d e, d ar, &c. do not change the form of the expressions for those quantities. If the planet move in a medium which resists according to any power n of the velocity, if cb e a constant and v the velocity, the term 2 cj*v n + 1 d mus be added to 2 i R, The form of these equations differs from that which obtained before, now the variations of e, zs and s are periodical, while that of a has a term which
aries with the time. ^ contains only odd powers of cos v and for that reason has no constant term. The periods of the periodic inequalities of all the elliptic constants due to the action of the resisting medium are fractional parts of the periodic time of the planet. If the origin of the time does not coincide with the perihelion passage, n t + s -nr must be substituted for n t , but as e always accompan be suppressed at present for convenience, and afterwards replaced.
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[70] In the development of R, I have supposed / = 0, so that is the angle con tained between the orbits of the planets P and Pp or PL and P2; in the ge neral case, when tl9 and t2, are retained, cos t, = cos cos + sin tx sin (h ~ l2)> li an<i l2> being the inclinations of the orbits of the planets P1? P2 to any plane x y, of which the direction is arbitrary, In page 330,/ o r / and v, read and
